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FCNC results: outline
●

Flavour Changing Neutral Currents
- transitions between top quarks and other quarks flavours mediated by
neutral gauge bosons
- SM: FCNC can occur only at the level of quantum loop corrections with
BR of less than 10-13
- some BSM scenarios predict large enhancement of FCNC contributions

●

FCNC processes in the top sector
●

in the Higgs boson channel

●

in the γ channel

●

in the Z boson channel

●

in the gluon channel
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FCNC processes in the Higgs boson channel
●

SM predictions: Br(t→ Hu)~10-17, Br(t→ Hc)~10-15

●

Predictions of some BSM scenarios for these Brs
- 2HDM, MSSM: Br(t→ Hu)~10-5; 2HDM(type III): Br(t→ Hu)~10-3

●

ATLAS, 8TeV, 20.3 fb-1 ; CMS, 8TeV, 19.8 fb-1

●

●

Three different decay channels of the Higgs boson studied
multileptonic

diphoton channel

topology with high
multiplicity
of jets and b-jets

with the further combination
●

Different strategies for the signal and background
separation in the ATLAS and CMS analyses
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FCNC processes in the Higgs boson channel
●

Multilepton channel

*

p p →t t̄ →WbHq , H →WW , τ τ

- reinterpretation of the ATLAS search

PLB 749 (2015) 519-541

for the t t̄ H production
- only final states with a significant expected contribution
*

from p p→t t̄ →WbHq , H →WW , τ τ
●

Diphoton channel

p p→t t̄ →WbHq , H → γ γ

- two different channels (leptonic and hadronic W decay mode):
- hadronic channel with higher statistics; mγγ as a discriminant
variable
- leptonic channel with minor modifications to the inputs:
- updates to the tT channel uncertainty
- updates to the uncertainty model for Higgs branching ratios
●

H→ bB channel

p p→t t̄ →WbHq , H →b b̄

- a discriminant based on kinematic properties of different
reconstructed objects used for S/B separation.
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FCNC processes in the Higgs boson channel
Results

Upper limits on BR(t→Hc) and BR(t→Hu).
Combination assumes that other Br is zero.
Observed (expected)
1D limits:

Upper limits on the planes of
BR(t→Hu) vs BR(t→Hc) and of | λtuH| vs |λtcH|
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FCNC processes in the γ channel
●

Predicted SM values for Br(t→uγ) and Br (t→cγ): ~10-14

●

Most general effective Lagrangian
up to dim6 operators:

four momentum of the photon

γ

effective cutoff
electron and top
charges
●

L
tq γ

R
tq γ

the strengths of the anomalous
FCNC couplings,
In the SM vanish at lowest tree level

κ =κ =κtq γ
- if no specific chirality is assumed for the FCNC
interaction of tqγ
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FCNC processes in the γ channel
●

8TeV, 19.8 fb-1, associated tγ production

●

BDT analysis

The BDT output distributions for the data, backgrounds and the expected
tuγ signals
tcγ signals

Results:
The measured 95% CL
upper limits on Br(t→qZ) vs
Br(t→qγ) from the other
experiments.
Vertical lines: this analysis
JHEP 04 (2016) 035

κtu γ <0.025
κtc γ <0.091
Br (t →u γ)<1.3⋅10−4
7 −3
Br (t →c γ)<1.7⋅10

FCNC processes in the Z channel
●

SM: FCNC decays t→qZ allowed at one-loop level but with a
suppression factor of several orders of magnitude with
respect to the dominant decay mode

Maximum allowed FCNC t→ Zq Brs as predicted by several models
●

The most general Ztu (Ztq) vertex that arises from dim-6
operators can be parameterised in the following form:
Z boson field

●

L
ut

R
ut

X = X =0 here

outgoing Z boson momentum
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FCNC processes in the Z channel
●

8TeV, 19.8 fb-1, search for tZ FC interactions
- production and decay tZq vertices
- trilepton final state, leptonic decays, high MET

tZ-FCNC

- tT-FCNC: some different signature
●

BDTtZ-FCNC and BDTtT-FCNC

tT-FCNC

Results:

Data-to-prediction comparisons for the BDT responses
in the tZ-FCNC and tT-FCNC signal regions.
CMS-TOP-12-039, subm. to JHEP

Br(t→Zu)<2.2*10-4
Br(t→Zc)<4.9*10-4
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FCNC processes in the gluon channel
●

FCNC “tgu” and “tgc” couplings can be parametrized in
the model-independent way:
generators of the
SU(3) colour gauge group

scale of new physics
define strength of «tgu» (is of order ~ 1 TeV
and «tgc» couplings
●

Gluon field
strength tensor

coupling constant of the
strong interaction

ATLAS and CMS search for FCNC processes mediated by
gluons in different channels
- wb channel
- wbj channel
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FCNC processes in the gluon channel
●

8TeV, 20.3 fb-1, FCNC top production
- top reconstructed in SM decay mode
- in order to suppress multi-jet backgrounds a
requirement on the pT of the lepton and azimuthal angle is applied

●

Three main differences from SM processes
- top quark from FCNC is much softer than the one produced in SM
- W boson from top quark decay has a high momentum and its decay products
tend to have small angles
- top quark charge assymetry differs between FCNC and SM in “tgu”

●

NN is designed to separate signal from the backgrounds

Distribution of one
important variable
in the signal region

NN output
distribution
in the signal
region
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FCNC processes in the gluon channel
●

7+8 TeV, 5.0 + 19.7 fb-1, wbj-channel
- similar to SM single top quark production
signature of the final state
- part of the NLO correction to wb channel

●

Multijet BNN, SM BNN

●

Two additional BNNs are trained
to separate FCNC signal from background

The FCNC BNN discriminant distributions when BNN is trained to distinguish
t→ug
t->cg
processes as signal from the SM processes as background.
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FCNC processes in the gluon channel
Results:

Upper limits on the FCNC coupling
constants

Combined 7 and 8 TeV observed and
expected limits for the 68% and 95% CL on
the FCNC «tGq» couplings

κtgu / Λ
κtgc /Λ
Br (t →ug )
Br (t →cg )

<
<
<
<

4.1 ⋅10−3 TeV −1
18.0 ⋅10−3 TeV −1
2.0 ⋅10−5
41.0 ⋅10−5

Upper limits on the Branching fractions

κtgu / Λ
κtgc /Λ
Br (t →ug )
Br (t →cg )

<
<
<
<

5.8 ⋅10−3 TeV −1
13.0 ⋅10−3 TeV −1
4.0 ⋅10−5
20.0 ⋅10−5
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FCNC results: conclusion

●

ATLAS and CMS perform a wide spectra of FCNC searches
in top sector
- Higgs boson, γ, Z boson and gluon channels

●

Observed event rates are consistent with the SM prediction

●

Limits and 2D contours for FCNC couplings values have
been obtained

●

Existing experimental constraints on the FCNC couplings
can be used to examine the sensitivity of the future projects
to the FCNC processes.
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FCNC results

●

●

●

FCNC processes in the Higgs boson channel
−3
−3
Br (t → Hc)<4.0⋅10
Br (t → Hc)<4.6⋅10
−3
Br (t → Hu)<4.5⋅10−3
Br (t → Hu)<5.5⋅10
FCNC processes in the γ channel
κ tu γ <0.025
κtc γ <0.091
−4
Br (t →u γ)<1.3⋅10
−3
Br (t →c γ)<1.7⋅10
FCNC processes in the Z boson channel
-4

Br(t→qZ) < 7*10
●

Br(t→Zu) < 2.2*10-4
Br(t→Zc) < 4.9*10-4

FCNC processes in the gluon channel
κtgu / Λ
κtgc /Λ
Br (t →ug )
Br (t →cg )

<
<
<
<

5.8 ⋅10−3 TeV −1
−3
−1
13.0 ⋅10 TeV
−5
4.0 ⋅10
20.0 ⋅10−5

κtgu / Λ
κtgc /Λ
Br (t →ug )
Br (t →cg )

<
<
<
<

4.1 ⋅10−3 TeV −1
18.0 ⋅10−3 TeV −1
2.0 ⋅10−5
41.0 ⋅10−5
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BACKUP
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FCNC processes in the Higgs boson channel
●

*
Multilepton channel analysis p p→t t̄ →WbHq , H →WW

- is conducted with the goal of enhancing the signal sensitivity
in trilepton channel: t t̄ →l ν l ν q+l ν b and SS dilepton channel:

t t̄ →l ν qqq+l ν b
●

with the following combination

Diphoton channel analysis

p p→t t̄ →WbHq , H → γ γ

- is performed using both leptonic and hadronic W boson decays:

t t̄ →→ Hq+Wb→ γ γ q+l ν b
- the mass of diphoton system mγγ is the primary variable used to
search for Higgs boson decay

The mγγdistribution and the fit result of the
hadronic hannel
leptonic channel
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FCNC processes in the Higgs boson channel
●

H→ bB channel analysis p p→t t̄ →WbHq , H →b b̄
- BDT selects the best combination of objects to reconstruct the decay
of the top quark and NN is used to define a template fit allowing the
S/B separation

The output distributions
from the NN discriminator
for data and simulated background
where NN was trained to
discriminate t→Hc and t→Hu

Results:
−3

−3

Br (t → Hc)<4⋅10 , Br (t → Hu)<5.5⋅10
H 2
|λ tcH|2 >6.9⋅10−3 ,|λ tu
| >9.8⋅10−3

JHEP 02 (2017) 079
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FCNC processes in the Z channel
●

8TeV, 20.3 fb-1
- only the decays of Z to leptons and leptonic W boson decays
- final state topology: three charge leptons, at least two jets, MET
●

tT-FCNC

The event kinematics reconstructed by minimizing the χ2
- χ2contains the information from the different reconstructed objects (both
top quarks and the W boson); helps to estimate the neutrino four-momentum
- the jet from the top quark FCNC decay is referred to as the light quark jet

Results:

Expected (histogram) and observed (points)
distributions in the signal region after the final selection
is applied for the reconstructed masses of the
(a) top quark
(FCNC decay)

The current 95%
CL observed
limits on the
BR(t→qγ) vs
BR(t→qZ) plane
are shown.

obs: Br(t→qZ)<7*10-4
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(exp: Br(t→qZ)<8*10-4)

(b) top quark
(с) Z boson
(SM decay) Eur. Phys. J. C 76, no 1, 12 (2016)

